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Movement and Actions
Can I forfeit movement during my turn and stay put?
No.You may however play an eligible Action Item (Contraband, First Aid Kit if injured, or Bomb / Intel if on Helipad with a
helicopter) to spend your whole turn without moving.
Can I activate the room I start in?
No.You must either move or play an Action Item. It is not possible to activate the room after that either.
Can I go back to a dark room where there is another player, if neither of us played Night Vision Goggles?
Yes. The rules say that you can not go back to a room where you started your turn or where you had an interaction.

Interactions and Sneaking Out
Are there any penalties in interactions for being injured?
No. The only penalty for being injured is the movement penalty.
Can I give an item after showing a Friendly card, if the other player played an Attack card?
No. If one of the players have given an Attack card, the interaction is considered a combat and resolved accordingly.
Can I play Combat items after I’ve played a Friendly card if the other player played an Attack?
No.You trusted the other player and now you pay the price.
Can I play Combat items after I’ve played a Neutral card if the other player played an Attack?
Yes, you start from the losing position.
Can I decide whether I want to give an item in a Friendly vs. Friendly interaction after I received a card?
No. Players have to declare the intention of giving a card before either player actually gives a card.
After playing an non-combat interaction, is there any way for the active player to stay and occupy the room
where the interaction happened (e.g. the X-ray room)?
No. Thematically that would be suspicious of collusion, and mechanically the rules say that if there was no winner in combat,
the active player must Sneak Out.
Can you Sneak Out or force someone to Sneak Out up or down the Staircases?
Yes, except if the Central Lock status forbids that movement.
Do I have to Sneak Out from a dark room?
Yes, you always have to Sneak Out if you end up sharing a room with someone else at the end of your turn, regardless of what
caused you to finish your turn there.
Can I Sneak Out or be forced to Sneak Out to the room I started my turn in or had an interaction?
Yes, but only if there are no other options. For example, if you started your turn in the Vault, then had an interaction in the
Radio Room, you may Sneak Out to the Vault (if no Keys were played during your turn).
If I force the other player to Sneak Out, may I make them move to a room with someone else even if there is
another empty room where I could have forced them to go?
Yes. This is the most efficient way of ganging up on an enemy player.
Can I take an action after Sneaking Out if I chose not to take a reward?
No. Sneaking Out happens AFTER your action or an interaction. There can be no actions after Sneaking Out.
If I played a Key as the active player and was defeated in combat in the same turn, can the other, passive player
force me to Sneak Out through a locked door?
Yes, as all locked doors are open for you on that turn, including any through which a defeated agent may be thrown.

Rooms
Can I call a helicopter if there is already a helicopter on the Helipad?
No, there is only enough place for one helicopter. A new one may be called only if/when that helicopter has been blown up.
Can I call a helicopter not matching my loyalty?
Yes.
Are you sure?
Yes, I’m really sure. This is one of the most elementary diversion tactics, besides, you might just want to blow it up. Furthermore,
don’t accidentally refer to called helicopters as “my” or “enemy” helicopters, because that would give away your loyalty and
expose you as a particularly bad spy.

If I activate the Armoury then Sneak Out to X-ray, do I get hacked twice?
Yes, if there is someone in the Computer Room.
If the Ballroom is activated during the first round, are players not in play moved to the Ballroom?
No. Only players currently in game are moved there.
What happens if somebody has activated the Central Lock and then the Ballroom is activated?
Every player is moved to the Ballroom, therefore the Central Lock is disengaged.
If two players interact in the Security HQ who gets to see what cards?
The player who was there at the beginning of the turn (the passive player) gets to see the card the other player draws during an
interrogation. Occupying the room starts at the end of a turn, so at that point, the passive player is still occupying the room.
Can a player in the Security HQ see the cards passed during Hacking?
No, Hacking is not an interaction.
Can a player in the Security HQ see the cards passed during the free reward of a Knock Out?
No, Knocking Out is not an interaction.
Can a player in the Security HQ see the cards passed during the reward after a one-sided interaction (when only
one player played Night Vision Goggles in the dark)?
No, infrared cameras are very expensive.
What happens if I play Contraband in the Security HQ or the X-ray room while there is a player in the
Computer room?
You get hacked again, as you’re occupying it for one more round.
What happens if I play a Contraband in the Computer Room?
You stay for one more round. If at this moment there are players in the X-ray or the Security HQ, you get to hack them again
immediately.

Items
Can I discard an item just because I want to?
No. The only situation where discarding is allowed is when you are about to receive (and keep) a card above your hand limit.
Note that discards are face up.
Can critical items be discarded? Can Briefcases be discarded?
Yes and yes. The only item that cannot be discarded (apart from when using its action) is the Contraband.
Can I use a First Aid Kit if I’m not injured?
Not as an Action Item (on yourself).You may however use it in a Friendly (non-combat) interaction to heal another, injured
player (which spends your action for the turn).
Can I use a Bomb or an intel if I’m not on the Helipad (and/or the Helipad doesn’t have a helicopter on)?
No, a Bomb is only usable on the Helipad, and only if a helicopter is on it. Either item may still be discarded when going over
your hand limit.
Can Contraband be stolen or given in friendly interaction?
Yes and yes.
Do I need to have a Code Cracker in hand when entering a helicopter with a Briefcase in hand?
No. Surely the headquarters can manage cracking a simple Briefcase open.
Do I have to specify if I’m putting the same item back after having opened a Briefcase?
No. The only public information is whether you leave the Briefcase empty or not.You may shuffle your own items before
selecting a card so the others can’t track it easily. But note that you cannot put a Briefcase inside a Briefcase.
Can I leave a Briefcase empty?
Yes.
Can a Briefcase be opened after receiving a code cracker/briefcase item after an action or a combat interaction?
No. Code Cracker must be played before/during movement.
Can a Key be played after an interaction to Sneak Out/force another player to Sneak Out via a locked door?
No. Key must be played before/during movement.

Mission specific questions
In the Strange Bedfellows mission, may I hold my teammate’s intel when I enter my own helicopter?
You may, but it doesn’t necessarily win you the game.You still must have the enemy’s intel to win. Therefore entering your
helicopter with only your teammate’s intel will lose you the game.
If the Ballroom is activated after a player has been eliminated in the This time, justice is... double blind mission,
is that player moved back into the Ballroom?
No. Only players currently in game are moved there.

